Fluke DPC/TRACK2
Automatically record and document your work

Technical Data

Fluke DPC/TRACK2 is a calibration management software database that makes it easy to manage your instrumentation, create and schedule tests, load and unload a 753 or 754 Documenting Process Calibrator, print a variety of standard reports, and manage calibration data.

Print standard reports automatically. The software assembles pre-formatted reports from your database files, saving time and reducing errors. Reports include calibration certificates, instruments due for calibration, inventory characteristics, calibration histories, calibration procedures, and traceability to instruments touched.

DPC/TRACK2 features:

Interface with Fluke 750 Series Documenting Process Calibrators:
- Build instrumentation maintenance routes and load to Fluke 740 and 750 Series Documenting Process Calibrators
- Select downloaded tasks in the field configured to match field the instruments being calibrated
- Upload calibration results with field documented calibrations

Manage equipment and loops
- Track asset and loop configurations, allowing associated items to be managed as a group or individually

Easy navigation with multi-window functionality
- Graphical user interface featuring DPC/TRACK Explorer—use DPC/TRACK Explorer to easily navigate through all of the records and view calibrations that are coming due

Multi-COM port support
- Communicate with your Fluke Documenting Process Calibrators (DPCs) easily and without configuration file changes through USB or RS-232 serial ports

Drywell source mode support
- Download and upload calibrations using drywell calibrator test standards

Reminders screen
- Use automatically-generated reminders to stay informed on all work items needing attention including Calibrations Awaiting Finalization, Calibrations Due, Records Awaiting Approval, and more

Flexible scheduling capability
- These scheduling features give a greater degree of control when setting calibration frequencies

Powerful reports
- Powered by Crystal Reports 11 the DPC/TRACK2 reporting system contains over 40 standard loaded reports that can be printed or exported to multiple file formats

Advanced query capability
- Powerful query capabilities allow advanced searches to easily locate desired records

Set required field
- Define what fields must be completed when entering new records.
User defined labels and variable
- The software features an unprecedented level of customization ability with the ability to redefine most field names and create user-defined variables to ensure the software functions as necessary

Multiple test point ranges
- Multiple test point groups allow for advanced calibration procedures with an easy-to-use interface

Multi-lingual user interface
- English, French, Italian, German, Spanish and Brazilian Portuguese languages are selectable

Applications supported by DPC/TRACK2 combined with a Fluke Documenting Process Calibrator
- Pressure transmitter calibration
- Pressure switch testing
- Testing a temperature transmitter using a dry well calibrator

Want more in your calibration management software?
Upgrade to ProCalV5. For small sites or single-user requirements, Fluke DPC/TRACK2 is a smart investment. Companies needing more advanced features or large network compatibility should consider ProCalV5 enterprise-class calibration management software.

ProCalV5 incorporates all the functions of DPC/TRACK2 and more including:
- Unlimited number of accounts, users and assets
- Full validation and 21 CFR Part 11 compliance
- Offline, validated, 21 CFR Part 11 compliant mobile workstations
- IQ/OQ validation test scripts
- Integrates with SAP and other applications
- Seamless data transfer from DPC/TRACK2
- Data mapping services from other programs
- Validated SaaS solutions

For more information on DPC/TRACK2 and ProCalV5 visit DPCTRACK2.com
Other calibration management software solutions for use with Fluke documenting process calibrators:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fluke DPC/TRACK2</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fluke-750SW</td>
<td>750SW</td>
<td>DPC/TRACK2 Calibration management software, Includes Software on CDROM and proof of purchase for product registration and USB cable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fluke-753</td>
<td></td>
<td>Documenting Process Calibrator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fluke-754</td>
<td></td>
<td>Documenting Process Calibrator with HART</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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